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Abstract. Microwave limb sounding in the presence of ice
clouds was studied by detailed simulations, where clouds and
other atmospheric variables varied in three dimensions and
the full polarisation state was considered. Scattering particles
were assumed to be horizontally aligned oblate spheroids
with a size distribution parameterized in terms of temperature and ice water content. A general finding was that particle
absorption is significant for limb sounding, which is in contrast to the down-looking case, where it is usually insignificant. Another general finding was that single scattering can
be assumed for cloud optical paths below about 0.1, which
is thus an important threshold with respect to the complexity
and accuracy of retrieval algorithms. The representation of
particle sizes during the retrieval is also discussed. Concerning polarisation, specific findings were as follows: Firstly, no
significant degree of circular polarisation was found for the
considered particle type. Secondly, for the ±45◦ polarisation
components, differences of up to 4 K in brightness temperature were found, but differences were much smaller when
single scattering conditions applied. Thirdly, the vertically
polarised component has the smallest cloud extinction. An
important goal of the study was to derive recommendations
for future limb sounding instruments, particularly concerning
their polarisation setup. If ice water content is among the retrieval targets (and not just trace gas mixing ratios), then the
simulations show that it should be best to observe any of the
±45◦ and circularly polarised components. These pairs of
orthogonal components also make it easier to combine information measured from different positions and with different
polarisations.
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Introduction

The bulk of data provided so far by limb sounding sensors covers the stratosphere and the lower mesosphere, but
recently both scientific objectives and the technical development have been moving the emphasis towards the upper
troposphere (UT). The PREMIER mission proposal (ESA,
2008) is a good example for this change in scientific focus. Any satellite observation into the troposphere must
deal with the impact of clouds, and this aspect is of special importance for limb sounding due to the long horizontal path lengths. In this respect, microwave techniques
have an inherent advantage over infrared and optical techniques, because their sensitivity to clouds is significantly
lower (e.g. Ekström et al., 2008).
In fact, a large fraction of microwave limb sounding data
can be handled as “clear sky”. The size of this fraction depends on the wavelengths used and the local atmospheric
conditions. Nevertheless, cloud effects should be considered as this decreases the uncertainties of the gas species
retrievals and increases the data yield. The treatment of
clouds in typical microwave limb sounding gas inversion algorithms is highly simplified. They are mostly considered
by a general continuum absorption term. Such a term is
applied in the Odin-SMR (Murtagh et al., 2002) and Aura
MLS (Waters et al., 2006) inversions, as described in Urban
et al. (2005) and Livesey et al. (2006), respectively. The continuum absorption term is introduced primarily to account
for uncertainties in absorption originating from non-local
transitions and poorly understood physical mechanisms (see
Rosenkranz, 1993). This term would also cover the impact
of clouds if they could be treated as pure absorbers.
A more elaborated treatment of clouds, taking full account
of scattering, is found in the methodology of Rydberg et al.
(2009). Water vapour and cloud ice water content (IWC) are
retrieved in parallel from Odin-SMR data, but only spectra
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from single tangent altitudes are used and there is no obvious
way to extend the approach to invert complete limb sounding
sequences.
The interaction between microwave radiation and clouds
is quite well studied for frequencies below 100 GHz and
ground-based or down-looking observation geometries (a review is given by Battaglia et al., 2006). The situation is quite
different for frequencies above 150 GHz and incidence angles near 90◦ , the conditions we study here. The basic justification of this study is that the development of more appropriate retrieval schemes requires a better understanding
of how clouds affect microwave limb sounding radiances.
The poorer knowledge for limb sounding could earlier be explained by a lack of relevant tools and input for the required
simulations, but the situation has improved. Rigorous simulations of limb sounding measurements involving cloud scattering can now be performed by the ARTS software (Emde
et al., 2004a; Davis et al., 2005a), and since 2006 the CloudSat 94 GHz radar (Stephens et al., 2002) provides global information on cloud structures in a sufficiently detailed manner. ARTS and CloudSat are key components of our study.
For this study, the altitude region of interest is the UT and
the focus is on wavelengths around 1 mm (300 GHz). The
term “mm” is used below in favour of “microwaves” to make
a clear distinction to the range below 100 GHz. The analysis
is made primarily from the perspective of trace gas retrievals.
The primary frequency range for such retrievals inside the
UT is 150 – 700 GHz (as indicated by the mm bands of Aura
MLS). These observations can further provide information
on IWC (Wu et al., 2005; Li et al., 2005; Eriksson et al.,
2010) and this aspect is also considered.
Upper tropospheric clouds consist mainly of ice particles,
and only this type of cloud is considered here. It has been
established that scattering is in general the dominant process
for ice clouds at mm wavelengths (e.g. Evans and Stephens,
1995b; Emde et al., 2004b). The relative importance of absorption is higher for small particles (Evans and Stephens,
1995a; Wu et al., 2005) and with a cold radiative background
(Eriksson et al., 2008, and Sect. 3). These conditions are of
special concern for limb sounding and ice particle absorption
should be more prominent for this measurement technique,
but this issue has not yet been studied in any detail.
Polarisation effects are of special importance for microwave sensors as these devices are polarisation sensitive.
There are three main options for the response, in fact all covered by the last three mm limb sounders: Odin-SMR detects
the +45◦ and −45◦ linearly polarised components (Eriksson
et al., 2007), Aura MLS measures the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) linear components (Wu et al., 2006) and SMILES
(Kikuchi et al., 2010) observes the left- and right-hand circular components (Y. Kasai, personal communication, 2010).
Even spherical particles cause some difference between
the V and H components for mm limb sounding (Teichmann
et al., 2006). Several studies have shown that this difference increases with the aspect ratio of the particles, on the
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condition that a preferred orientation exists. However, these
studies have either been performed for a plane-parallel atmosphere (Czekala, 1998; Miao et al., 2003), down-looking
geometry (Davis et al., 2007), for completely homogeneous
(1-D) clouds (Davis et al., 2005b; Eriksson et al., 2007), or
for just a single synthetic cloud (Emde et al., 2004a; Davis
et al., 2005a,b). In addition, there exists no investigation of
the other polarisation components with a limb sounding focus.
Our approach is to perform detailed three dimensional
radiative transfer simulations, followed by careful analysis.
The objectives of this work are:
1. Study the relative importance of ice particle absorption
for mm limb sounding,
2. Calculate the complete polarisation state for a set of realistic scenarios, and,
3. Analyse the significance of the results for the retrievals.
The article is structures as follows: Sect. 2 presents some
theoretical background and introduces tools and datasets
used. Section 3 analyses the importance of particle absorption versus scattering. Section 4 presents and discusses the
polarisation state in the simulations. Section 5 discusses
cloud retrieval aspects. Finally, Sect. 6 contains a summary
and the conclusions.

2
2.1

Theory, tools and data
Radiative transfer

The intensity and polarisation state of radiation are described
by the Stokes vector, I . The radiative transfer equation to be
solved in the case of thermal emission and particle scattering
is
dI (ν,r,n)
= − K(ν,r,n)I (ν,r,n) + a(ν,r,n)B(ν,r)
ds
R
+ 4π Z(ν,r,n,n0 )I (ν,r,n0 )dn0 ,

(1)

where ν is the frequency, r is the atmospheric position, n is
the propagation direction, s is the distance along n, K is the
extinction matrix, a is the absorption vector, B is the Planck
function and Z is the scattering matrix. See Mishchenko et al.
(2002) for details regarding the assumptions for this equation
and definitions of the involved quantities. Z is frequently denoted as the phase matrix, but scattering matrix (e.g. Bohren
and Huffman, 1998) is clearly a more descriptive name.
During the actual calculations the vector I holds radiance
values. For the presentation, simulated radiances are converted to Planck brightness temperatures following the expressions in Eriksson et al. (2011). The standard nomenclature of denoting the four elements of the Stokes vector as
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/4/1305/2011/
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I = [I,Q,U,V ]T is kept (Chandrasekhar, 1950), but they are
here reported as
I = (TBv + TBh )/2,
Q = TBv − TBh ,
U=
V =

◦
◦
TB+45 − TB−45 ,
TBlhc − TBrhc ,

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

where TBv is the brightness temperature [K] for the vertically
linearly polarised component, calibrated with respect to the
◦
single polarisation power of blackbody radiation. TBh , TB+45 ,
◦
TB−45 , TBlhc and TBrhc are defined likewise, but consider the
horizontal linear, +45◦ linear, −45◦ linear, left-hand circular, and right-hand circular component, respectively. The
element I could likewise be defined as the average
of◦ the
◦
other two pairs of orthogonal components (TB+45 / TB−45 and
TBlhc / TBrhc ).
Conceptually, we study the impact of clouds by calculating the difference between each cloudy simulation and the
corresponding clear-sky case, where all clouds are ignored.
For the first Stokes component I , this difference is also what
we are reporting:
1I = I − Ics

(6)

For the other three Stokes components, the clear-sky value
is zero, as long as the tangent altitude is above the surface.
We therefore simply report the Q, U , and V values for the
cloudy case.
Finally, note that the scattering of a particle is highly dependent on the ratio between its “characteristic size”, d and
the wavelength, λ, normally reported as the size parameter,
x:
x=

πd
.
λ

(7)

That is, x is the ratio between circumference and wavelength
for spherical particles.
2.2

Simulation software

The simulations were performed by ARTS (Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Simulator), a freely available, open source,
software package (Buehler et al., 2005). The second version
of ARTS (Eriksson et al., 2011) includes two modules for
solving Eq. (1). The Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm (Davis
et al., 2005a) is used for this study. ARTS-MC allows simulation of cloud scattering in a three dimensional (3-D) atmosphere with arbitrary geoid and surface shapes, taking
full account of polarisation effects. Gaseous absorption is
calculated internally by ARTS, for efficiency reasons precalculated as a look-up table (Buehler et al., 2011). Particle
optical (single scattering) properties were calculated with the
T-matrix code by Mishchenko et al. (2002).
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Atmospheric scenarios

It has been shown in several studies that the assumption
of completely homogeneous cloud layers leads to a misrepresentation of cloud effects in limb observation geometry (Emde et al., 2004a; Davis et al., 2005a, 2007; Eriksson
et al., 2007; Adams et al., 2008). We therefore used data on
both horizontal and vertical cloud structure from CloudSat, a
satellite-based cloud radar.
A methodology to make use of radar observations for simulating cloud effects in passive mm-wave data was developed
by Rydberg et al. (2007), and later extended to 3-D in order
to create a database for Odin-SMR upper tropospheric water
retrievals (Rydberg et al., 2009). This study makes use of the
atmospheric scenarios generated for the Odin-SMR database.
In short, along-track cross-sections of radar back-scattering
from CloudSat are transformed to 3-D fields using the algorithm by Venema et al. (2006). The 3D fields obtained
are converted to fields of number densities using the particle
size distribution (PSD) parametrisation by McFarquhar and
Heymsfield (1997, below MH97). No retrievals are involved
and the final data are fully consistent with the basic observations of CloudSat (see further Sect. 2.4). The database covers
only tropical conditions (latitudes of ±30◦ ).
Rydberg et al. (2009) have shown that these atmospheric
scenarios result in simulations that reproduce Odin-SMR
observations in detail. This indicates that cloud structures
above 10 km and over horizontal distances below ∼40 km
(the footprint size of the satellite data considered) are reasonably represented. To what extent the 3-D distribution of temperature and gas species is correctly captured is not known.
Particularly uncertain are the relationships between cloudy
regions and the surrounding air, but in this context these aspects are secondary to the representation of clouds.
2.4

Simulation details

This work is part of a design study of the mm-wave limb
sounder instrument for the PREMIER mission, and the
frequency for the simulations was selected accordingly:
347.5 GHz. This is a frequency in-between transitions of CO
and HCN (at 345.8 and 354.5 GHz, respectively), lacking local spectral features. The frequency 347.5 GHz corresponds
roughly to the lowest opacity with respect to gaseous absorption for the instrument and can be treated as a “window frequency”.
The absorption for water, oxygen and nitrogen was taken
from Rosenkranz (1998), Rosenkranz (1993), and Liebe
et al. (1993), respectively. To this the absorption of roughly
70 transitions of other species was added. Figure 1 summarises the tropical average clear-sky radiative properties at
347.5 GHz. The opacity at this wavelength of 0.86 mm is
roughly halfway between the one at 230 GHz and the one at
501/645 GHz, the “window” frequencies of Aura MLS and
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 4, 1305–1318, 2011
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observations (Sect. 2.3) is lost. However, in this case it was
judged to be the best alternative for the interpretation of the
results.
Finally, we emphasise that the performed radiative transfer
simulations dealt with the full three dimensional spherical
geometry and considered the full polarisation state.
3

Absorption vs. scattering

The focus in this section is on the first Stokes element (I )
and expressions considering just this element are used. This
is denoted as “scalar radiative transfer”. These simplified
expressions are also better suited for explaining the results.
3.1

Scalar radiative transfer

If polarisation effects can be neglected, the radiative transfer
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This equation shows that a fixed scattering coefficient s gets
its maximum impact when there is a large difference between
I and S. The case of I  S is for longwave radiation only encountered when the observation direction is directly towards
the sun and is not relevant here. The other extreme situation
is I = 0.
Equation 12 explains why 1I in Fig. 4 for 4 and 14 km
tangent altitude has opposite sign. For 14 km, the clear-sky I
is about 50 K, while S is in the order of 130 K (Fig. 1). Thus,
S > I and scattering increases the measured intensity; the
source term exceeds the extinction. The situation for 4 km
is reversed. The extinction acts here on radiation originating from the lower troposphere and I > S and the impact of
clouds is to decrease the observed radiance.
This difference between “low” and “high” tangent altitudes is well-known (Emde et al., 2004b; Wu et al., 2005;
Ekström et al., 2007). This study deals primarily with the
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oblate spheroid
data (Sect.
2.3).assumed
The particles
assumedaligned
to be horizontally
aligned
oblate
spheroids
with
an
aspect
ratio
of
2.
(13)
aspect ratio of
2.

Equations (12) and (13) follow the same pattern, but the fact
situation is
= 0. altitudes, scattering dominates even for small ω. For “high”
that in general B > S causes important differences.
InIthe
case of the 4 km tangent altitude, I is just
larger than
tangent
on the
other
hand,
plays
a larger
255slightly
Equation
12 explains
whyaltitudes,
∆I in Fig.
4 for
4 and
14 emission
km tangent
altitude
has opposite s
B; the absorbed part is replaced with emission of more or less
role than expected, even for large ω.
14 km,
the clear-sky
I is about 50 K, while S is in the order of 130 K (Fig. 1). Thus, S
the same power. This explains why 1Iabs is close
to zero
for
the 4 km data in Fig. 4.
scattering increases the measured intensity; the source term exceeds the extinction. The situ
For 14 km, we have a parallel situation to the purely scat4 Polarisation
4 km
is as
reversed.
tering case. However, B −I is roughly twice as
large
S −I The extinction acts here on radiation originating from the lower troposp
(assuming the conditions of Fig. 1) and someI absorption
ex-impact of clouds is to decrease the observed radiance.
> S and the
Figures 5 and 6 show the simulation results used in this sectinction gives a higher dI /dl than scattering of same strength
I for the
260
This difference between
‘low’
and paths
‘high’τtangent
altitudes
well-known
tion. The
optical
figures is
were
calculated(Emde et al
(a = s). This was pointed out in Eriksson et al. (2008), but
T
by propagating
a unit
Stokes
([1,0,0,0]with
) through
Wu et al., 2005; Ekström
et al., 2007).
This
studyvector
deals primarily
the ‘high’ case. T
not explained in any detail.
the
atmosphere
considering
only
extinction,
and
taking
τI =
Figure 4 shows this in practice, where oncase
average
1I
abs parallel to the down-looking geometry Iconsidered for dedicated cloud ic
is basically
−log(I ). The cloud optical paths τcloud were obtained by
is about 25 % of 1I although ω > 0.8 for most cases
I
subtracting
the2007).
τclear
ofThe
thetransition
corresponding
clear-skytocalculaal., 2002; Buehler
et al.,
from positive
negative change in
(Fig. 3). The varying distance to the 1-to-1(Evans
line isetcaused
I.
tions
from
the
total
optical
paths
τ
by multiple-scattering effects, and the fact that
some
cases
cloud scattering depends on the position of the particles with respect to the tangent point, b
Figure 5 shows results for 14 km tangent altitude. For
have widespread clouds with low IWC, and then relatively
roughly
(the
green
andinduced
red lines
in Fig.in1intensity
cross.
this altitude
tangent where
altitudethethe
cloud
change
low ω, while others are more compact 265
with high
IWCatand
ω.highest)
is strictly
positive,
in
line
with
the
“high”
case
discussed
in can be n
If I = S then scattering gives no net effectLet
(dI us
/dlnow
= 0).consider
the reverse case, that absorption dominates and scattering
Sect. 3.4. We will come back to this figure in later subsecIf B > S for the same position there is a net contribution
tions.
through the absorption coefficient. Hence, atThen:
positions with
Figure 6 shows results for 12 km tangent altitude. For this
these conditions, the ice particles effectively dI
act as ω = 0 in=shows
a(B −that
I).
tangent
altitude the cloud induced change in intensity can be
dependently of the actual ω. This small example
dl
I
the single scattering albedo ω only gives partial information
positive or negative for the same cloud optical path τcloud
.
Equations
12
and
13
follow
the
same
pattern,
but
the
fact
that
in
general
on the relative importance of absorption and scattering for
As a help to understand this spread of 1I , the clear-sky B
op-> S causes i
I
tical path τclear
is included in the figure by colour-coding the
measurements of atmospheric emission. For “low” tangent
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Fig. 6. Simulations of the cloud induced change of the observed
Fig. 5. Simulations of the cloud induced change of the observed
vector
for a collection
states,vector
as a function
of
Simulations of
the
cloud
induced
change
of
the
observed
Stokes
vector
for
a
collection
ofthe
atmospheric
Simulations
ofStokes
cloud
induced
change ofoftheatmospheric
observed Stokes
for a collection
of atm
Stokes vector for a collection of atmospheric states,Fig.
as a 6.
function
of
cloud optical path. The simulations were performed for a frequency
cloud
optical
path.
The
simulations
were
performed
for
a
frequency
as a function of cloud optical path. The simulations were performed
for aasfrequency
GHz
and path. The simulations were performed for a frequency of 347.5 G
states,
a functionofof347.5
cloud
optical
of 347.5 GHz and a tangent altitude of 12 km. The ice particles were
of 347.5 GHz and a tangent altitude of 14 km. The ice particles were
nt altitude of modelled
14 km. The
ice
particles
were
modelled
as
horizontally
aligned
oblate
spheroids
with
an
modelled
asice
horizontally
aligned
oblateasspheroids
withaligned
an aspect
a
tangent
altitude
of
12
km. The
particles were
modelled
horizontally
oblate spheroids
as horizontally aligned oblate spheroids with an aspect
ratio
of
1.2.
The
colours
indicate
the
clear-sky
optical
path
of
the
ratioorof2.0
1.2(blue).
(red) or
(blue).lines
Theshows
vertical
shows
the(±2σ)
error
ratio of 1.2 (red)
The2.0vertical
thelines
erroraspect
estimate
the colours
Monte Carlo
ratio
of 1.2.ofThe
indicate the clear-sky optical path of the atmosphere (errors are of sam
atmosphere (errors are of same size as in Fig. 5).
estimate (±2σ ) of the Monte Carlo radiative transfer method.
e transfer method.
in Fig. 5).

and symmetric media” they are well-described in textbooks
s with the same
path,
showing
a high
positiveembedded
∆I are likely
plot optical
symbols.
Thebut
figure
shows
that clouds
in
an widespread
radiation
scattered
into theclouds
line-of-sight from each incoming direction is
(Mishchenko et al., 2002; Battaglia et al., 2006). The scatwith higher gaseous absorption give lower 1I ,
elatively low atmosphere
IWC.
tering matrix for horizontally aligned aspherical particles, as
which is also consistent with Sect. 3.4.315Some
[Z11cases
I,Z21even
I,Z31 I,Z41 I]T ,
assumed here, is more complex.
show the characteristics of the “low” case with negative 1I .
The scattering matrix
Surface effects can be neglected for 347.5 GHz, and the
High negative 1I and negative 1I for lowwhere
clear-sky
I is opthe incoming intensity and Zij is the element of Z for row i and column j. Tha
radiation
field inside the atmosphere without scattering is
I
tical path τclear are indications of compact clouds, probaT ).column
conditions
of single
scattering,
only
the first
of Z isscatterer
of importance.
Example
values
unpolarised
([I,0,0,0]
If a single
is placed
in
scussion of polarisation
effects
needs
a
basic
understanding
of
the
properties
of
the
scattering
bly extending downwards and associated with deep convectheFig.
atmosphere,
shown
in
7.
tion. This
situation
cancalled
reduce
the scatteringcolumn
sourceare
func(Z). For spherical
particles
and so
‘macroscopically
isotropic
and
symmetric
media’ the radiation scattered into the line-of-sight
from
each
incoming direction is
tion to
such a degree
that S <etI al.,
for 2002;
the 12Battaglia
km tangent
Theetfigure
treats The
scattering
from a zenith angle of 100◦ , to the limb-direction (90◦ ). The a
e well-described
in textbooks
(Mishchenko
al.,alti2006).
scattering
tude. Clouds with the same optical path, but showing a high
[Z I,Z21 I,Z31 I,Z41 I ]T ,
(14)
320
values
of the
azimuth11angles
do not matter, and the n̂-direction is arbitrarily set to be at 0
for horizontally
aligned
particles, as clouds
assumed
here,
is more
complex.
positive
1I aspherical
are likely widespread
with
relatively
low
where
I isdirections
the incoming
andby
Zijthe
is the
element
Z
IWC.
exact field
backward
forward
are intensity
not covered
figure
(they of
deviate
with 10◦
ace effects can
be neglected for 347.5 GHz, and the radiation
insideand
the
atmosphere
for
row
i
and
column
j
.
That
is,
for
conditions
of
single
scatdirection),
but
they only
arethe
relatively
close compared
the width of
the ‘scattering lob
ut scattering is unpolarised ([I,0,0,0]T ). If a single scattererzenith
is placed
in the atmosphere,
tering,
the first column
of Z is of to
importance.
Example
4.1 The scattering matrix
◦ this column
are shown
in particle
Fig. 7. exhibits somewhat stronger f
the relative size of Zvalues
±180◦ shows
that this
11 at 0forand
The figure treats scattering from a zenith angle of 100◦ , to
The discussion of polarisation effects needs a basic underthe limb-direction (90◦ ). The absolute values of the azimuth
standing of the properties of12
the scattering matrix (Z). For
13
angles do not matter, and the n-direction is arbitrarily set to
spherical particles and so called “macroscopically isotropic
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be at 0◦ . The exact backward and forward directions are not
covered by the figure (they deviate with 10◦ in the zenith
direction), but they are relatively close compared to the width
of the “scattering lobes” and the relative size of Z11 at 0◦ and
±180◦ shows that this particle exhibits somewhat stronger
forward than backward scattering. This is expected since the
particle has a size parameter of 0.62, which is near the lower
end of the Mie regime. (Rayleigh scattering would be equally
strong in the forward and backward directions.)
4.2 Q

The magnitude of Q is strongly influenced by particle shape
and orientation (Czekala, 1998). For a given shape, the value
of Q is the smallest for randomly oriented particles. A comparison of Fig. 14 and 15 in Emde et al. (2004a) indicates
that this orientation also has the most complex variation regarding the sign of Q.
Fig. 7. Scattering matrix elements as a function of incoming azFor oriented particles, several studies have shown that the
imuthelements
angle, for
oblate
spheroids
with
asFig. 7. Scattering matrix
as horizontally
a function ofaligned
incoming
azimuth
angle,
foranhorizontally
align
size of Q depends on the asphericity (e.g. Miao et al., 2003),
pect ratio of 2, an equivalent diameter size of 170 µm and a frespheroids with
ratioofof347.5
2, an GHz.
equivalent
size ofof170
frequency of 347.5
and this can also be seen in Fig. 5. With orientation,
thean aspect
thea zenith
quency
In thediameter
nomenclature
Eq.µm
(1),and
◦
◦
◦
◦
signs of 1I and Q appear to be highly correlated
(see Fig. 6, of Eq.
and1,azimuth
angles
n are 90
and of
0 n̂
, respectively,
the zenith and the ze
the nomenclature
the zenith
and of
azimuth
angles
are 90 and 0and, respectively,
angle of n0 is 100◦ . The Z41 is increased by a factor of 100, to make
Fig. 15 of Emde et al. (2004a), and Fig. 2 of Davis
et◦ al.,
0
of n̂ is 100 . The Z is increased by a factor of 100, to make the angular variation visible.
2005a). To the degree orientation exists, it is expected that 41the angular variation visible.
the longest dimension is found close to the horizontal plane
ample where
is investigated
for particle
down-looking
geometry
is of 0.62,
(e.g. Bréon and Dubrulle, 2004), as also assumed
in the set- scattering.
than backward
This isUexpected
since the
has a size
parameter
Adams et al. (2008).
up of these simulations. In this case, 1I and Q vary in an
325 altitudes
near the lower
Mie 5regime.
(Rayleigh
would
be equally
anti-correlated manner. For “low” tangent
1I isend of the
In Figs.
and 6, U
deviates scattering
from zero only
marginally
forstrong in the
negative and Q positive, and the opposite is valid
for “high”directions.)
cloud optical path below 0.1, i.e. weak cloud scattering. For
and backward
altitudes.
these cases Eq. (14) gives a good description of the radiation
scattered into the line-of-sight, where the term of concern
More in detail, horizontally aligned oblate4.2
spheroids
with
Q
here is Z31 I . Figure 7 shows that Z31 is an odd function of
an aspect ratio above one can be thought of having a greater
incoming azimuth angle. The odd azimuthal symmetry of
size parameter in the horizontal direction than vertically (exThe magnitude
strongly influenced by particle shape and orientation (Czekala, 19
cept for zenith angles of 0◦ and 180◦ where they
are equal). of QZis
31 can be understood from basic symmetry arguments and
thus
This means that the extinction cross-section awill
be shape,
greaterthe value should
given
of Q isbe
thegenerally
smallestvalid.
for randomly oriented particles. A compariso
The
radiation
intensity field I , on the other hand, is exfor the horizontally polarised radiation component than for
330 14 and 15 in Emde et al. (2004a) indicates that this orientation also has the most complex
pected to depend only weakly on azimuth angle. In combithe vertically polarised one. Consequently, for “low” tangent
nation
regarding
the
sign
of
Q. with the odd symmetry of Z31 this results in that the
altitudes Q is expected to be positive, as extinction domiazimuthal
integral of Z31 I , for each zenith angle, is close to
nates the cloud induced signal (Sect. 3.4). For “high”
tangent particles, several
For oriented
studies have shown that the size of Q depends on the as
zero.
Hence,
the contributions to U from the ‘left’ and ‘right’
altitudes 1I and (thus also Q) is dominated by the contri(e.g. MiaoSince
et al., 2003),
and thisfor
canincoming
also be seen
in Fig.
With
hemispheres
radiation
are5.more
or orientation,
less equally the signs of
bution from radiation scattered into the line-of-sight.
large,
but
have
different
sign,
and
the
end
result
close to and Fig. 2
the particles have a greater horizontal than vertical
scattering
Q appear
to be highly correlated (see Fig. 6, Fig. 15 of Emde et al.is(2004a),
zero.
cross-section, more horizontal than vertical polarised radiaet we
al. (2005a)).
degree
orientation
exists,
expected that the longest dimension
any given
particle
size, itZis
tion is scattered into the line-of-sight. 335
Hence,
expect Q To theFor
31 depends only weakly on
the
incoming
zenith
angle
(not
shown).
hand,in the set-up
to be negative for ‘high’ tangent altitudes. close to the horizontal plane (e.g. Bréon and Dubrulle, 2004),Onasthe
alsoother
assumed
Z
varies
strongly
with
particle
size,
where
even
the
sign
However, the correlation between 1I and Q decreases
31
simulations. In this can
case,
∆I and
Q8).
vary
in means
an anti-correlated
manner.
For ‘low’ tangent
change
(Fig.
This
that
small
and
large
particles
with the strength of the scattering. This is most easily obcounteracting
to Ufor
. ‘high’ altitudes.
∆Iτ isare
negative
positive,
and the contributions
opposite is valid
mainlyand Qgive
served in Fig. 6, where the cases with highest
The
azimuthal
independence
of
I
is violated if the scatfound on the negative side for 1I while Q is centred
More around
in detail, horizontally aligned oblate spheroids with an aspect ratio above one can be
tering
point
is
surrounded
by
(inhomogeneous)
clouds. The
zero (indicating a correlation close to zero).
340 of having a greater size
parameterfrom
in thethe
horizontal
than
(except for zeni
contributions
left and direction
right sides
canvertically
then deviate
◦
◦
significantly
and
the
observed
Stokes
vector
can
have
a
sig- will be gr
4.3 U
of 0 and 180 where they are equal). This means that the extinction cross-section
nificant U -value. In addition, the incoming radiation has then
radiationQ,
component
than for the
vertically
polarised
As mentioned in the introduction, we have the
nothorizontally
found any polarised
also a non-zero
which is converted
to U
by elements
of Z one. Cons
study on U and V for microwave limb sounding. An exnot covered by Eq. (14).
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In summary, a non-zero U is primarily an effect of multiple scattering. This explains why U has no preferred sign, as
the cloud structures are random with respect to the observation direction. There is no systematic difference between U
for the two aspect ratios in Fig. 5. Some caution is needed
when estimating the clear-sky influence on U . The atmospheric scenarios exhibit 3D structures for temperature and
the gas constituents, but it is not clear to what extent horizontal variability is correctly modelled (Sect. 2.3).
4.4 V

For these simulation conditions V does not reach significant
levels. The maximum (absolute) value for V is only 0.035 K,
about three orders of magnitude below U . The V -element
is a fairly parallel case to U , e.g. Z41 and Z31 show the
same odd symmetry in Fig. 7. The main difference is that
Fig. 8. Normalised scattering matrix elements as a function of parZ41  Z31 for most particles. However, this depends on particle equivalent
oblate
spheroids
8. Normalised
scattering
matrixdiameter
elementsfor
as horizontally
a function ofaligned
particle
equivalent
diameter for hor
ticle size, as shown in Fig. 8. The figure alsoFig.
shows
that the
with an aspect ratio of 2, and a frequency of 347.5 GHz. In the
switch from positive to negative values happens
at a oblate
smaller
aligned
spheroids
with an aspect
2, and
a frequency
of 347.5
GHz.
nomenclature
of ratio
Eq. 1,of the
zenith
and azimuth
angles
of Inn the
arenomenclature
◦ and 0◦ , respectively,
◦
◦ the zenith and azimuth angles of n0
size for Z41 compared to Z31 (around 400 and
600
µm,
re90
and
the zenith and azimuth angles of n̂ are 90 and 0 , respectively, and the zenith and azimuth angles
spectively). This should result in a higher cancellation
beare 100◦ and 30◦ , respectively.
100◦ and 30◦ , respectively.
tween contributions from small and large particles for V than
for U .
this criterion. As explained below, selecting lowest 1Tb , for
4.4 V
a given cloud scenario, results in that the cloud extinction is
5 Retrieval aspects
also minimised.
For these simulation conditions V does not reach significant levels. The maximum (absolut
A more elaborated approach is to include clouds in the reThe implications of the results above for retrievals are disfor V is only 0.035 K,
about
three orders
of magnitude
belowwith
U . respect
The V -element
trieval
process.
The main
consideration,
to the is a fairly
cussed here. It is assumed that gaseous constituents are the
accuracy
for
gas
species,
is
to
obtain
the
best
possible
380 in case
to U , e.g.
main differenc
main target of the measurements. The data
this section
are Z41 and Z31 show the same odd symmetry in Fig. 7. Theestimate of the extinction caused by clouds, in lack of a perfect
reported as brightness temperatures for singleZpolarisations,
particles. onHowever,
this depends
on particle
as shown in Fig.
41  Z31 for most
knowledge
particle shapes.
This translates
intosize,
a demand
to match the response of real receivers, e.g.:
of athe
compact
between
cloudvalues
extinction
and 1T
figure also shows that
switchrelationship
from positive
to negative
happens
at ba, smaller size
TBv = I + Q/2,
(15)
over a range of particle aspect ratios. (Size uncertainties are
compared to Z31 (around
and 600
treated400
in Sect.
5.2.)µm, respectively). This should result in a higher can
which follows directly from Eqs. (2) and (3). The difference
between contributions Some
from small
large in
particles
for V than
U.
care isand
needed
this analysis.
The for
“intensity”
opto the corresponding clear-sky case is denoted as 1Tb .
tical path used in Fig. 5 and 6 (τ I ) should not be used; 1Tb
As noted above, inversions involving clouds are still a
is better compared to the optical path of the clouds for the
topic of research, and no actual retrievals are discussed here.
polarisation of concern. That is, the extinction of interest
385 5 Retrieval aspects
Instead, some basic assumptions are made. It is assumed that
is the one acting on the part of the gas emission having the
clouds can be handled, at least, for single scattering situameasured polarisation. This quantity
is herehere.
denoted
as τ Z that gase
The implications
are discussed
It is assumed
between of the results above for retrievals
tions. Figures 5 and 6 indicate that the break-point
I
and is calculated as τ , but propagating polarised unit vecsingle and multiple scattering is found near astituents
cloud optical
are the main
target
of thethe
measurements.
The example,
data in this
reported as br
tors
through
atmosphere. For
forsection
verticalarepopath of 0.1. This statement is based on the observation that
T
larisation
the initial
vector
is [1,1,0,0]
(instead of
temperatures
for single
polarisations,
to Stokes
match the
response
of real receivers,
e.g.:
1I shows low spread and U is practically zero
for τ I < 0.1.
[1,0,0,0]T when calculating τ I ).
It is further assumed that the measurements cannot
provide
As shown in Fig. 9, there is an equally compact relationTBv = I + Q/2,
any constraint for the particle shape.
ship to 1Tb for all polarisations and aspect ratios, as long as
τ Z isfrom
below
thedifference
data in thetolower
panel of the clear-sky
5.1 Selection of polarisation
390 which follows directly
Eq.≈20.1.
andFits
3. toThe
the corresponding
figure give basically identical results for all cases. For small
denoted
as ∆Tb . particles this is not a surprising finding. They are interacting
One aim of our study was to investigate which
polarisation
with the radiation
and emission,
which
is theoretically best for the observations. If clouds
are neAs noted
above, inversions
involvingthrough
clouds absorption
are still a topic
of research,
and no actual r
are linked phenomena for LTE conditions.
glected in the retrievals, the polarisation should be selected
are discussed here. Instead, some basic assumptions are made. It is assumed that cloud
For larger particles that cause scattering, Eq. (12) shows
such that their impact on the spectra is minimised. Considthat 1Tb is also proportional to s (the scattering extinction)
ering the anti-correlation between 1I and Q (and that Q is
as long as the term S is unchanged with particle shape. This
larger than U and V ), it is the vertical polarisation that fulfils
16
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Fig. 10. Cloud ice optical paths for a 90◦ zenith angle and horizontallypaths
aligned
with
anhorizontally
aspect ratio aligned
of 1, 1.2oblate
and 2.0.
Fig. 10. Cloud ice optical
foroblate
a 90◦ spheroids
zenith angle
and
spheroids with
Calculated with the PSD of MH97 and a temperature of 220 K. The
ratio of 1, 1.2 and 2.0. different
Calculated
with
the
PSD
of
MH97
and
a
temperature
of
220
K.
The different li
lines show the optical path for different aspect ratios and
polarisation
(where I represents
several
components,
the optical path for different
aspect components
ratios and polarisation
components
(where
I represents several com
as explained in text).
as explained in text).

tematic pattern
between
larisation, and this difference
increases
withthe
thepolarisations
aspect ratio.can
Asbe
andiscerned.
example, if V polaris
The conclusion is that all polarisations are equally good with
measured, it is not clear
if the
blue,
red or
yellow curve
should
be used
to map cloud extin
respect
to gas
species
retrievals,
and that
it should
be possible
acceptable
up to cloudby
optical
IWC, assuming that to
themaintain
particle an
asphericity
canaccuracy
not be determined
some path
other means.
around
0.1.
Fig. 9. Simulations of cloud induced signal,
as function
polari445
Thisofcan
also be explained by examining the extinction matrix, which has the structure
However,
the possibility of also retrieving cloud properties
optical
path, τ Zof. The
lower panel
is a
magni-optical path,
Simulations ofsation
cloudspecific
inducedcloud
signal,
as function
polarisation
specific
cloud
τ Z . The

should
not
be
forgotten.
The main aim for observations of
fication of a part of the upper panel. The simulations are performed
K
(θ)
K
(θ)
0
0
11
12
anel is a magnification of a part of the upper panel. The simulations are performed
forthis
a frequency

type is toofestimate the IWC, and the desired property for
for a frequency of 347.5 GHz and a tangent altitude of 14 km.
 K (θ) K (θ)
0
0 
11
 12
 possible impact of particle shape
these
retrievals
is smallest
Hz and a tangent altitude of 14 km.
K(θ) = 
,
on0 the relationship
between
 0
 particle extinction and IWC.
K
(θ)
K
(θ)
11
34


10
shows
that
the
vertical and horizontal polarisaFigure
is the
for Rayleigh
as the scattering
tice. Another
waycase
to express
this issized
that particles,
the asymmetry
factor (in funcshort,
ratio
between
0 the tions
0 lack
−Kthis
K
(θ)
34 (θ)
11
feature.
This
follows from the discussion in
tion of Eq. (11) is not affected by particle shape (nor size) as
4.2,
explaining
that
the
effective cross-section
differs
Sect.
d and backward
scattering)
is
of
smaller
interest
for
these
measurements.
But
note
that
this
where
is the
coefficient for
the vertical com
long as x  1. This is not valid for all particles,
but,θ for
the zenith angle. Thus, the (scalar) extinction
between
V
and
H
polarisation,
and
this
difference
increases
limbtodirection,
deviations from the Rayleigh scattering
functry applies only
the limb direction.
T
T
([1,1,0,0] ) is K11 +
K12the
, while
forratio.
the horizontal
one ([1,−1,0,0]
) it is K11
with
aspect
As an example,
if V polarisation
is − K12 . Tha
tion have only a relatively small influence. TheZ reason for
compact relationship to ∆Tb is not found for higher cloud
τ
,
which
is
a
result
of
multiple
extinction for
H differs. it is not clear if the blue, red or yellow curve
this is that the radiation scattered into the line-of-sight
canV andmeasured,
should
be
used to map cloud extinction to IWC, assuming
ng. No systematic
pattern
between
the
polarisations
can
be
discerned.
The
conclusion
is that
be approximated as step function (see 450
Fig. 3 ofUsing
Emde the
et al.,
same reasoning,
Eq. 16asphericity
shows alsocan
that
that
the
particle
notthe
beextinction
determinedcoefficient
by some is the same
up-welling
andto
down-welling
parts are◦each
moreit should be possible
risations are2004a),
equally the
good
with respect
gas species retrievals,
and that
other means.circular components, and it is K11 . This is also the extincti
±45 linear
and left/right-hand
or less constant with zenith angle (but have different
Tb ). For
tain an acceptable
accuracy
up
to
cloud
optical
path
around
0.1.
This can also be explained by examining the extinction
limb observations, a change of the scattering function
is close
ficient for
total intensity, and I is therefore used as the label in Fig. 10 for the common cloud
matrix,
which
◦
to symmetric
the break-point
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Using the same reasoning, Eq. (16) shows also that the
extinction coefficient is the same for the ±45◦ linear and
left/right-hand circular components, and it is K11 . This is
also the extinction coefficient for total intensity, and I is
for the
common cloud
therefore used as the label in Fig. 10
◦
◦
optical path associated with TB+45 , TB−45 , TBlhc and TBrhc .
But keep in mind that I itself usually can not be measured
directly.
It turns out that the K11 -element is only weakly affected by
the aspect ratio (maintaining a constant volume) for the influential particle sizes, and the curves in Fig. 10 of τ I for different aspect ratios are close to identical. Hence, the◦mapping
◦
from extinction to IWC for observations of TB+45 , TB−45 ,
TBlhc and TBrhc has a low sensitivity to uncertainties regarding
the particle asphericity, which is an advantage over the V and
H options.
Spheroidal particles were assumed in this study, and the
situation is more complex for more realistic particle shapes.
However, the discussion above should be relevant as long
as the particles have random azimuthal orientation and no
particular shape symmetry.
5.2

Representation of particle sizes

Conceptually, the simplest option for the retrievals is to assume a PSD parametrisation, exactly as done for the simulations here. A general parametrisation, such as MH97, could
potentially describe average conditions correctly, but the instantaneous local PSD can deviate strongly. That is, a general relationship between IWC and extinction does not exist.
Accordingly, IWC is not a suitable variable to represent the
cloud properties and it should instead be better to directly
retrieve the relevant optical properties of the cloud particles.
Each particle type that is introduced into the representation of the optical properties causes an additional calculation
cost. Furthermore, the observations provide even in the best
case just coarse information on the PSD. Thus, the number
of variables to describe the particles should be kept as low
as possible. But what is the minimum number of variables
required to represent the particle properties?
In Sect. 3 it was shown that particle absorption can not
be neglected, and that the source functions associated with
emission and scattering differ. Hence, at least two variables
are needed to give the retrieval a possibility of fitting effects
originating from both absorption and scattering. These effects can in rough terms be assigned to ‘small’ and ‘large’
particles, respectively.
Absorption effects are fully described by the absorption
coefficient (a), and a single size is sufficient to represent the
impact of the small particles. If this absorption coefficient
can be determined, it can be translated to an IWC with high
accuracy, as absorption in the Rayleigh domain is proportional to the particle volume (Sect. 3.2).
The results in Sect. 5.1 indicate that an exact representation of the scattering function is not needed, since the relawww.atmos-meas-tech.net/4/1305/2011/
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tionship between cloud scattering extinction and 1Tb is only
weakly affected by the particle size. Consequently, the effects of scattering can also fairly well be represented by a
single particle size. A particle size that gives a single scattering albedo close to 1 should be selected if it is important
to maintain a clear distinction to the absorption of the small
mode. However, it should be more important to maintain a
high similarity between the scattering functions of the particle type applied and the true particle ensemble. This points
towards using a particle size around 200 µm, as the product
of scattering cross-section and the PSD (assuming MH97)
peaks in the range 150–300 µm (Wu et al., 2005; Eriksson
et al., 2008).
A representation in terms of different particle sizes is assumed above. The task of the retrieval is then to determine
the number density of each particle size. A similar option
is to instead operate directly with the optical properties. In
terms of Eq. (8), the two retrieval quantities are then the absorption (a) and scattering coefficients (s). The normalised
scattering function (p) can either be fixed or given a predefined relation to s.
The discussion above assumes that the retrieval can estimate absorption and scattering, at least partly, as independent effects, but to what extent this is possible in practical
retrievals is not investigated here. However, the possibility
of separating the two effects increases if data from two or
more wavelength bands can be combined. For single band
retrievals, a high variation of the gaseous absorption over the
band should be required. If the effects can not be separated,
the clouds have to be covered by a single retrieval variable,
with a pre-defined relationship between absorption and scattering, most likely following a PSD parametrisation.

6

Conclusions

We performed detailed simulations of microwave limb
sounding at 347.5 GHz involving ice cloud scattering. The
input to the simulations was generated with care, including
three dimensional cloud scenarios, to achieve as realistic simulations as possible. The primary aim of the simulations was
to improve the general understanding of absorption and polarisation effects caused by ice clouds. Hence, the purpose
was not to provide exact statistics of cloud induced radiance
changes. This is anyhow not possible as some input variables have large uncertainties, where particle shape and sizes
are the most prominent examples.
A main conclusion is that the impact of particle absorption is of much higher concern for limb sounding than for
down-looking measurements. This difference results from
a combination of two factors. Firstly, limb sounding gives
emphasis to higher altitudes where the ice particles tend to
have smaller sizes. This gives a higher relative importance
of absorption for the particle extinction. Secondly, there is a
higher contrast between the “radiative background” and the
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 4, 1305–1318, 2011
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emission source term for limb sounding. For down-looking
data this contrast is close to zero, any particle absorption is
replaced by particle emission of almost the same magnitude
and the net effect is small. These aspects are not covered
by the single scattering albedo, the standard measure on the
ratio between scattering and total extinction.
This conclusion has several practical consequences. A first
consideration is the generation of the atmospheric scenarios. The magnitude of scattering at 347.5 GHz is constrained
fairly well by the CloudSat data from 94 GHz. Rayleigh conditions in general apply for both frequencies and the strength
of scattering can be scaled as λ41 /λ42 . On the other hand,
CloudSat gives no information on particle absorption and the
magnitude of absorption thus becomes a consequence of the
assumed particle size distribution (PSD). However, PSD parameterisations must be judged as uncertain and the application of a single PSD for all cloud types is a strong simplification. This generates a substantial uncertainty for some
of the results, such as the exact values for 1I and relative
importance of absorption.
Furthermore, no general relationship between cloud extinction and 1Tb can be established, it depends on the ratio between particle absorption and scattering. This forces
the retrieval to handle the cloud optical properties with at
least two variables, and, if the measurements provide the necessary information, retrieve these variables as independent
quantities. This in order to both avoid systematic errors for
the gas constituents and to achieve a correct mapping of the
cloud extinction to ice water content.
These simulations confirm earlier results regarding the Q
element of the Stokes vector. The difference between the
brightness temperature of the vertical (TBv ) and horizontal
(TBh ) linear components increases with the aspect ratio of the
particles, assuming that they have a tendency for orientation
alignment. An azimuthal orientation of the particles would
give an impact of particle shape also on the higher Stokes
elements, U and V , but this effect has not been studied due
to the lack of useful input for the simulations. For oblate
spheroids, or particles with random azimuthal orientation, U
and V are instead controlled by azimuthal inhomogeneities
in the radiation field. These simulations generate radiances
that are more or less constant with the azimuthal angle in
the absence of clouds, and such inhomogeneities are mainly
associated with cloud effects already in the radiation to be
scattered into the line-of-sight, i.e. multiple scattering. The
value of U can be significant, while the maximum value of
V obtained here is below 0.035 K. This is due to the lower
values of the relevant scattering matrix element for V , and
also a higher cancellation of contributions from particles of
different size.
The results indicate that single scattering can be assumed
for cloud optical paths (τ ) below about 0.1. For example,
nonzero values for U and V are only found above that level.
In addition, it is shown that for these conditions of thinner
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 4, 1305–1318, 2011

clouds there is a compact relationship between τ and 1Tb ,
independent of particle shape and observed polarisation component measured. This in its turn signifies that it should be
possible to perform gas species retrievals with high accuracy
for τ < 0.1.
With respect to the retrieval of gas constituents, there is
thus only a small difference between the polarisation options. Measuring the vertical component has a slight advantage since it minimises the cloud extinction. On the other
hand, we showed that observing TBv or TBh leads to a dependence on the particle aspect ratio for the conversion from
cloud extinction to ice water content (IWC). As U and V
have small values (at least for low τ ), using any of the ±45◦
or circular components is basically identical to measuring the
total intensity. The intensity equals the average of the TBv and
TBh components, and the brightness temperature of this average is much less affected by the particle shape than TBv and
TBh separately. Hence, for retrievals of IWC, it is preferable
to select a polarisation component associated with U or V .
A related aspect is to make use of measurements of the
same air volume from two orthogonal polarisations. If both
measurements are from an identical position, no additional
information is obtained by observing the ±45◦ or circular
components, while the combination of the TBv and TBh components gives a means for a simple detection of cloud influences and possibly also an estimation of the particle aspect
ratio. However, if the two measurements come from two different positions, it is hard to disentangle to what extent differences in1Tb are generated by particle shape effects and
changed propagation path through the cloud. In the later
case, it should be better to avoid the influence of particle
shape by using either the ±45◦ or circular components, and
focus on using the two measurements to improve the spatial resolution of the retrieval. This discussion is directly applicable to the PREMIER mm limb sounder, and this study
confirms the initial decision to use ±45◦ polarisation for the
overlapping beams of this instrument.
Despite the fact that the simulations can be considered
as quite detailed, they have several limitations that must be
noted. Complete radiative transfer was only performed for a
single frequency. For example, if a higher frequency would
have been selected, a smaller relative importance of absorption would have been found. The main microphysical variable governing the degree of polarisation should be the (bulk)
aspect ratio, and here two different values were used. However, it should be kept in mind that a single particle size distribution was applied and no other particle shape than spheroids
was considered. As long as the particles can be assumed to
have no preferred azimuthal orientation, this simplification
should be acceptable, but highly deviating results could be
obtained by assuming oriented particles of special shapes,
especially for Stokes elements U and V .
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